A licence for the use of LumiNova® in safety products

To whom it may concern:

Notice is hereby given that the company, EverGlow GmbH with residence at, Berliner Strasse 52-56, D-42275 Wuppertal, Germany, is producing photoluminescent safety products using LumiNova®, high performance Alkali Earth Aluminate phosphorescent pigments, licensed by the patent holder to use the teachings under European Patent EP0622440B, for the incorporation and the use of such pigments into plastic and materials for the production of safety signs and safety way guidance products.

As taught from the quoted patent's embodiment as follows:

'Phosphor incorporation into plastics, rubber, glass and inks and its applications to: gauge, clock dial, safety sign, vehicle, key, key hole, traffic sign, guard rail, fishing buoy, helmet, signpost, electrical switch, writing instrument, map, toy or sports ball.'

We are pleased to announce that both Nemoto & Co., Ltd., it's subsidiaries with LumiNova®, and EverGlow GmbH are intending on enforcing their respective positions under the International Intellectual Property Rights.

Nemoto Europe B.V.
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